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1. Write a paragraph on “Pollution free Diwali” in 80-100 words.
2. You are Asma/Anish, the head girl/boy of XYZ international school.
Your school is going to publish the annual magazine. Write a notice for
the notice board of your school inviting students to submit write ups.
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Maths
A. Do the following activities in the book ” Activity Plus in Mathematics” :
a) Activity 5–Decimal Numbers [to represent decimal numbers on 10x10
grid.]
b) Activity 6–Geometrical representation of lines [to make perpendicular
lines, intersecting lines and parallel lines on a paper using paper
folding .]
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Science
Note: The assignment should be done on a black chart paper only.
Draw the human skeleton system and label its parts.
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HISTORY: On a political map of India, shade the areas under the Gupta
Empire. ( pg 75)
CIVICS : Draw a flowchart showing the rural crafts.( pg 34)
GEOGRAPHY.: Show the formation of fold mountains and block
mountains by means of diagrams.( fig.5.4 and 5.5)
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Hindi
दीपावऱी के महत्व के ववषय में दो ममत्रों के बीच हुए संवाद को A-4 आकार के
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Sanskrit

Sanskrit

पष्ृ ठ में सजाकर मऱखें ।

मऱख एवं वद धातु ऱड ऱकार में कऺा कायय कॉपी में मऱखें
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